ACA members-only profile now offers online notary services
Washington, DC
April 19, 2017
For immediate release.
ACA member-only profile now offers access to Safedocs, a leading provider of online notarization
services for US notarization needs. Safedocs enables US citizens abroad to connect with a Safedocs
notary online to have access to US notary services.
“We often hear from members who have US notarization needs but are not located close to a US
Embassy or Consulate in order to access these services.” said, Jonathan Lachowitz, Chairman of
ACA, Inc. “An American living overseas who is managing the sale of property in the US will no
doubt need to have documents notarized in the process. Having access to Safedocs and not having
to make multiple visits to the US Embassy or Consulate will save time and facilitate the
paperwork,” added Lachowitz.
Documents that require US notary services can only be notarized by a US registered notary agency.
In the United States there are a wide range of options for individuals; however, if you live overseas
you are limited to using the paid services at a US Embassy or Consulate. “When it comes to forms
that need to be notarized, we are pleased to offer a one stop document shop,” added Terry Van
Bibber, CEO of Safedocs.
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provides hosted, video-enabled, online authentication and notarization services. The
is comprised of attorneys, notaries, engineers, digital transaction management, and
services professionals with a common goal of transforming the notarization market.
performs online notarizations across the US and internationally – fast, convenient, and

American Citizens Abroad, Inc. (ACA, Inc.) is a non-profit organization whose mission is to
Educate, Advocate and Inform both the US Government and US Citizens living and working
overseas on issues of concern to the overseas US Citizen community. ACA, Inc. is a section 501(c)
(4) tax-exempt, non-profit, nonpartisan, volunteer organization.
Safedocs is an online notary service made available by ACA to its members. ACA expressly
disclaims any and all liability arising from the use of this service.
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